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ABSTRACT
Humans experience trauma in different ways, whether that encompasses the
psychological, emotional, or physical. Trauma leaves an impression in and on the body.
This impression binds an emotional experience to a bodily memory on a visceral level.
When the body endures trauma, that memory is often repressed, eventually finding a way
to the surface. Understanding the memory of trauma provides an opportunity for coping
and adapting in the present. The reassessment of residual memories and experiences
allows for an evolving sense of perspective.
This body of work examines the impact of trauma and how it may be made physical
in fragmented ceramic figures. To achieve a physical expression of an internal
experience, I focus on ways to elicit body memory. The figures express memory through
their fragmentary form and layered surfaces. My inquiry considers human vulnerability
as a way to evoke empathy in the viewer and reflects the materiality of the human body
as a means for emphasizing connections with others. The surface of the sculptural figure
acts as a marker of time. I create sculptures in a variety of scales to suggest the
processing of trauma over a lifetime. I employ fragmentation by creating headless,
armless figures to push memory away from the mind and assert it as experienced through
the whole body. Reducing markers of identity in the figures also invites anonymity
which, encourages viewers to consider their own embodiment. To implicate the viewer,
space and placement is employed to create individual encounters. These encounters allow
viewers to consider their own vulnerabilities so they may connect with others.
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Clay’s shape shifting capabilities suggests the materiality of the body and makes
physical the transitory nature and memory of experience. The ceramic medium evokes
strength and fragility, relating to the resilience and vulnerability of the human condition
while the works bring form to the intangibility of memory. The figures summon viewer
empathy in order to bring them in touch with the physical and emotional vulnerability of
humanity.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Memory is a way in which human beings learn because it provides a point of
reference to experiences. The physical body itself is capable of storing memory in what is
known as body memory. In his book, Remembering: A Phenomenological Study,
philosopher Edward S. Casey defines body memory: “Body memory alludes to memory
that is intrinsic to the body, to its own ways of remembering: how we remember in and
by and through the body” (Casey, 2000, p.147). In my exhibition, this concept of body
memory is framed within the context of traumatic memories. I understand that a
traumatic experience leaves an impression in the body that is different than how we may
typically store memory. I draw from my own experiences with trauma in this series of
fragmented ceramic figures. I produce partial forms that invite others to contemplate how
vulnerability might manifest in material and immaterial ways. Empathic Vision: Affect,
Trauma, and Contemporary Art, art theorist Jillian Bennett explains: “The imagery of
traumatic memory deals not simply with a past event or with other objects but with the
present experience of memory” (Bennett, 2005, p.24). I apply my present experience of a
stored traumatic memory to construct fragmented figurative sculptures to investigate how
to make physical the processing of sensory impressions felt through the body. The body
becomes the focus of expression through the surface and structure of the headless forms
as the figures lack most of their senses critical for experiencing the world. Most of the
figures appear androgynous as they lack clear genitalia. They are without race as colors
of the skin are indicative of interior flesh tones combined with earth tones to give them
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anonymity. The choice to not include markers of identity leaves the figures intentionally
uncertain which allows viewers to relate. Viewers may bring their own experiences to the
work, giving them access to vulnerability as part of the human condition.
“Trauma is not simple to locate in the sheer magnitude of the original event in an
individual's past, but rather in the way it was not known in the first instance and returns to
haunt the individual later. Traumatic memory is, in this regard, resolutely an issue of the
present” (Bennett, 2005, p.40). The child scale of the ceramic figures, Unspoken Thought
(fig. 4.1), I am (fig. 1.1), and Guardian (fig. 6.1), reference past memory and experiences
of early childhood. The scale of these heightens viewers' awareness of their own scale
and dominance, implicating a power dynamic where the viewer maintains authority over
the figures. Children represent innocence, fragility, endurance, and change. In childhood,
we are dependent on adults and subject to their authority. I use child figures to indicate
the lack of agency that accompanies a trauma at a young age.
My research is organized into chapters Seeing Feeling, The Body Remembers, Insideout, and Conclusion which discuss and explain each work. My goal for the work is to
visually express a body that sustains sensations of traumatic memory. As the works bring
form to the intangible notion of traumatic memory, generating a visceral response in
viewers will bring them into contact with the physical and emotional vulnerability of
humanity.
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CHAPTER TWO
SEEING FEELING
To materialize traumatic memory, I looked to “Representation of Trauma in
Contemporary Arts” by Dumith Kulasekara, to define trauma. The definition of trauma
that provides a framework for the sculptures is: “… opening the surface – skin and going
deep into the interior of the body” (Kulasekara, 2016, p.36). It is important to understand
trauma as an interior impression on the body to gain access to sensations within it.
Textures of peeling folds, cracking, splitting, and tearing of the surfaces reference a
material trace of visceral processes, indicating change and marks left behind by trauma.
In all the works, clay provides a metaphorical and literal remnant of experience over
time. The methods of construction vary among the works, each requiring different levels
of force and handling during creation. The drying and firing processes renders the cracks
and tears more visible, frozen in a state of transition, capturing the force once exerted on
the figure.
Entering the gallery, viewers are presented with three figures separated by space to
influence individual encounters with each work including, I am (fig. 1.1), Release
(fig. 2.1), and Only time will tell… (fig. 3.1). All are individual sculptures, but when
further examined, the three figures carry similarities in the treatment of the surface
texture indicative of thin, layered sheets of skin. The texture offers a material
representation of visceral sensations by considering the viewer’s sense of sight and touch.
I created very delicate fragile edges at various locations on the body that were then
peeled away from the figure to elicit discomfort in the viewer. Because the texture
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appears to be torn and shredded, viewers may consider physical sensations felt through
and in the body. The idea is that it allows viewers to “see” feeling on the outside of the
body, feeling that would otherwise be hidden within the inside. In “seeing” feeling,
viewers may have a visceral response which brings them in touch with their own
vulnerabilities and possibly buried memories of trauma.
Most of the figures are fragmented in some way, whether it be a truncated torso
exhibited in I am (fig. 1.1) or a visual obstruction of the figure seen in Release (fig. 2.1).
Artist, Berlinde De Bruyckere uses sculptures of fractured, vulnerable and open bodies,
as a vehicle to visually express existential concerns and communicate physical as well as
psychological pain (Granziol-fornera, 2017, p.102). Like De Bruyckere, I utilize the
partial body as a vehicle for vulnerability. Fragmentation functions in different ways as I
also employ it as a means for revealing an embodiment of the impact of trauma on the
body. I register feeling, not through facial expressions, but through the structure and
surface of the body.
The figure that viewers first come into contact with is I am (fig. 1.1), a child figure
standing on a combination of dirt, sand, and red clay. The posture of the figure is
awkward as the toes point slightly inwards suggesting hesitant uncertainty. The scale of
this figure makes the viewer aware of their own scale, how much larger they are in
comparison to this figure, and what this disparity in size means for their interpretation. I
employ the scale and placement to create a dynamic between the viewer and the figure,
making the viewer question their role. I see this question as an opportunity for a dialogue
to occur between the viewer and the work. The figure stands alone on a site of barren
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earth. Small bits and large chunks of red earth surround the child, implying the possibility
of this figure being in state of transition as it sheds a crusty exterior. The environment of
dirt and sand references a vacant site that enhances the figure’s own emptiness as the
figure is a hollow form. The blacks, browns, reds, pinks, yellows, and oranges of the
figure’s surface suggest warmth. The upper torso is abstracted by layers of soft folds
implying youth and vitality of life. The folds then terminate with fragile sharp edges at
the top, indicating the ephemeral nature of life. I am (fig. 1.1) considers how the effect of
trauma may change the body over time.
In all the works, I am considering the interior-exterior dialectic. I think about the
registration of sensations inside the body being made physical on the body's surface. This
registration changes as the body is placed in different circumstances, which is also
present in Release (fig. 2.1) and Only time will tell… (fig. 3.1). Release (fig. 2.1) and
Only time will tell… (fig. 3.1) approach ideas of memory through bodily sensations
differently. For example, Release (fig. 2.1) is a closed form bound within its own skin,
shifting and appearing to grow vertically out of itself. Only time will tell… (fig. 3.1) is an
open form, peeling from the inside-out. Situated on the wall, it resembles a retreating
gesture as its legs curl up toward the torso.
Release (fig. 2.1) suggests what it feels like to cope with a trauma as one ages. The
figure appears to be shedding away deteriorating dark-reddish-brown layers from the
lower portion of its body and emerging as a new fleshy pink form at the top. Its closed
form suggests it is not quite ready to “release” from its current state, restricting it to
endure through the slow processing of emotions and sensations associated with
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remembering trauma. Though the figure is struggling to cope with trauma, there is hope
as the title Release suggests the freeing or liberation from confinement or emotional
strain. The figure symbolically represents a change towards a sense of relief.
Sampling body gesture and simulating contrapposto, Release (fig. 2.1) resembles
classical Greek sculptures such as Winged Victory of Samothrace (200-190 BC) and the
Venus De Milo (130-100 BC). Drawing on art historical precedent, my work Release
(fig. 2.1) is in dialogue with these works. The Greek sculptures are both depictions of
goddesses, although fragmented, are still able to express power through their upright
postures. This expression of power creates an affect in the viewer as they have stood
triumphantly through the test of time. While Release (fig. 2.1) is not literally a goddess,
and its posture is slightly bent forward, the referencing of powerful figures of the past
suggests the potential for human beings to adapt and transform out of traumatic instances.
The choice to fragment the figure has art historical context. Sculptor Auguste Rodin’s
work considers interpretations of emotions expressed through the body by choosing not
to include the head and arms in work such as The Walking Man (1878). Like Rodin, I
consider it important to express emotion through activating the surface of the figure with
texture while employing the fragmentation as an implication of suffering.
Only time will tell… (fig. 3.1) portrays an exposed vulnerable ceramic figure on the
wall positioned with its legs slightly bent, a gesture reminiscent of the crucifixion of
Christ. Although I do not identify the figure as Christ, I consider it a representation of
human physical and emotional suffering. The trope of the crucifixion describes the
history of the human ability to connect over insufferable circumstances. This ability to
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connect reminds us that we are not alone in our suffering. While the suffering of
humanity has its own history, the work’s resemblance to Christ's suffering opens
consideration for how a body undergoes coping. Only time will tell… (fig. 3.1) is hung at
a slight angle and appears to be stuck in a place of uncertainty while the cascading folds
peel from the inside-out, alluding to radiating sensations of pain and discomfort. The
colors of the body range in temperature from warm pinky fleshy hues to cooler bluish
purples, which suggests the body undergoing healing of bruising and damage. The title
“Only time will tell…” prompts viewers that this process of healing is a long slow
occurrence towards coping and adapting to trauma. Viewers may consider “time heals all
wounds” as they reflect on the relationship between the title and the work. This body is
undergoing a transformation in different way that Release (fig. 2.1) and I am (fig. 1.1)
are. Release (fig. 2.1) and I am (fig. 1.1) are in a standing position, asserting themselves
to the viewer while Only time will tell… (fig. 3.1) is curling into the fetal position on the
wall, suggesting a protective instinct over its body. Instances of assertion and openness,
juxtaposed with those of retreat and pulling the body inwards, invite viewers to consider
how they present themselves as strong especially in times they may feel most vulnerable.
I see the confrontation of internal feelings and struggles as a step towards understanding
the healing process.
The body memory of trauma is further observed on the surface of the figures. All the
figures are layered in a variety of oxides, slips, and underglazes, and fired multiple times.
The layering, various application techniques, and multiple firings document the
experience of emotions tied to memory and the passage of time. The multiple firings
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produce a rich surface embedded with hints of memories. The memory of physical
trauma acts in a similar way as the piece responds to multiple firings surfacing in
unpredictable ways. Each firing captures an emotion, locking it into place, so that even
where color is absent, it still exists. In terms of application of color, painter Jenny Saville
is recognized as an influence in the surfaces of the figures. In an interview, Saville stated:
“Mixing colors and creating variation in temperature depicts a variety of emotion in a
single surface” (Talks and Lectures, 2018). In all my works in the exhibition, I apply this
method of variation in application of color, such as dripping, using thick brush strokes,
and washes running together and overlapping each to signify emotions tied to memory.
The running together and overlapping suggests the fragmented way in which a memory
may be triggered. Like Saville, I consider temperature variation between the warm, cool,
and neutral palettes to evoke many emotions in each figure’s surface, bringing feelings to
the surface. I see this as an opportunity for generating feelings in viewers so that they
may empathize with the works.
The body documents more than we can imagine. The fragmentation of the figures in
conjunction with their textures begins to unpack how this memory of sensations can be
manifested in a physical representation. The clay alludes to memory in physical form,
exhibiting transformation over time while providing the essence of the past within the
present. By harnessing my memories of personal experiences, I project aspects of body
memory to the viewer, providing the body as an entry point into possible sensations
associated with traumatic experience.
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CHAPTER THREE
THE BODY REMEMBERS
The body remembers in emotional and visceral ways. Traumatic experiences are not
always immediately recognized, suggesting there is an emotional site within the body that
memorizes and copes with trauma. Traumatic memory is tied to emotional memories
experienced in the body as physical sensations (Levine, 2015, p.22). Each figure in the
exhibition presents either an open or closed form and are all hollow. Because the figures
are hollow, they have an interior space indicative of a corporeal place that harbors
memory and deep emotional afflictions. Open forms, such as Unspoken Thought
(fig. 4.1), Only time will tell… (fig. 3.1), and I am (fig. 1.1), include an opening at the top
of the figure, suggesting a figure that is exposed and vulnerable to the experience of
trauma. Viewers may ponder the potential for this space to be filled, allowing the figures
to act as a container for memory and experience. The manipulation of the form obstructs
the view of its own depth, alluding to a hidden place deep within the figures I am
(fig. 1.1) and Only time will tell… (fig. 3.1). As viewers peer into the openings of the
figures, they may speculate what exists inside as they cannot see all the way into the
figures.
The figures, Together in Darkness (fig. 5.1), Release (fig. 2.1), and Becoming
(fig. 7.1) are closed forms. The viewer cannot see into these bodies. This strategy of
closing the forms implies the body may be wrapped in comfort or confinement. When
viewing these figures, there is an apparent movement occurring under the surface. While
that movement is indistinguishable, the ambiguity of the closed forms opens the potential
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of transformation. This potential for transformation is mentioned by David Wood in his
writings about Antoni Gormley's work: “Memory and transformation very much echo
what I have claimed about trauma, healing, refiguration, and so on. Gormley writes of
Bodies in Space (2001-2008) … ‘I wanted to escape from the delimitation of skin
(whether the exclusive volumes of the lead body cases or the solid volumes of the body
forms) and acknowledge the body as a place of transformation'” (Wood, 2009, p.152).
Like Gormley, I am using hollow forms to open dialogue about the body as a site. I push
this notion a step further to discuss the feelings of coping and adapting as a means for
transformation. The figures of Becoming (fig. 7.1) offer closed forms alluding to a body
bound, suggesting a place of transformation. Two abstract figures standing next to one
another, known as Becoming (fig. 7.1), contain hardened stony surfaces with blacks,
browns, greys, and light pinks that allude to a rock form. There is indeterminate
movement occurring, referencing Michelangelo’s Slave series. Like the Slave series, the
Becoming (fig. 7.1) figures appear to be bound within themselves, unable to break free
from their material confinement. Viewers may consider their own bodies’ space and
confinement within it. I employ this confinement as how trauma confines the individual it
affects. I am also using this confinement as a means for adaptation and transformation.
As in Release (fig. 2.1), the figures of Becoming (fig. 7.1) are enduring through the
slow processing of emotions and sensations associated with remembering trauma, but the
coloration being dark suggests the deterioration of such processing. The title “Becoming”
alludes to transformation or a metamorphosis, which suggests these figures may be
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capturing a change or transition. Their implied motion indicates tension within the form
which portrays the struggle of adapting to trauma.
Unspoken Thought (fig.4.1) begins as two small child ceramic figures. They are
seated across from one another and separated by an open space. As viewers walk into the
work, the open space situates viewers between the figures, creating a dialogue between
the work and the viewer. Although the figures are positioned “facing” each other, they
are not engaged with one another. Upon viewing each of them, their bare feet and
hunched gestures give them a relaxed demeanor, referencing a moment of reflection or
contemplation. Further examination of the figures may be interpreted as figures that are
burdened due to the heavy nature of the material appearing to weigh them down. Their
torsos consist of bulky areas on the sides and towards the back, alluding to volume that
ripples into folds down the front of the figures and over the thighs. The torso is indicative
of a shroud that is employed as a means for vitrifying the protective layer over one’s
deepest contemplations of childhood. There is an opening in place of where a head would
be, suggesting an interior space, while the implied form of the covers allude to something
existing underneath. There are cracks and tears that indicate change to the form and
marks left behind by a force, referencing scars.
My decision to create figures suggesting the nature of reflection on a traumatic
experience was influenced by considerations for representing the past. The body registers
sensations and leaves impression inward and outward. I consider this impression to be a
culmination of emotions and sensations wrapped up into a memory of the time for which
it occurred. Children may not consider or register what is happening at the time of an
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experience, but the body does. I chose to model the figures after children to reference the
past within the present as both children reflect. Unspoken Thought (fig.4.1) is in dialogue
with Together in Darkness (fig.5.1).
Reflection is portrayed differently in Together in Darkness (fig.5.1), which explores
the body as site of refuge and protection. Together in Darkness (fig.5.1) depicts
vulnerable and fragile dispositions two life-size ceramic figures sitting side-by-side,
linked by a delicate blanket. The cover is an off-white handmade blanket that is wrapped
and draped over the head and upper torso of the figures to create a place of hiding and
shelter. The white speaks to the child-like innocence of the figures as they are protected
by its barrier, while the poses of the figures express a closed-off, retreating gesture. The
blinding element of the cover obscures the figure from the viewer and vice versa,
challenging the viewer to find a point of entry for understanding. The concealment of the
figures with the blanket speaks to ideas of individual trauma being inaccessible to others
as well. The figures are not engaging with the viewer through eye contact or facial
expressions, reducing their ability to communicate what they have endured. I look to
sculptor Berlinde De Bruyckere’s blanket figures To Speak (1999) and her most recent
works Stages and Tales (2018). The blankets she uses throughout her work are employed
as a means for protection and shelter as well as symbols of the wearing of life
experiences (Lloyd, online Article). Like De Bruyckere, I am employing the blanket
linking the figures as a means for protection while alluding to the effect of a traumatic
experience. Effects of trauma are not always seen, but the decision to leave cracks and
splits that occurred on the bodies during firing brings the impact of trauma to the surface.
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Together in Darkness (fig.5.1) and Unspoken Thought (fig.4.1) suggest a sense of
vulnerability as their backs are bent forward to imply a reclusive temperament while they
are placed together to depict a shared experience. This gesture recalls the fragmented
burlap sculptures of Magdalena Abakanowicz. Leslie Milofsky in Feminist Studies
describes the figures in Abakanowicz’s work Backs as waiting or praying. At first
observation, the seated figures may appear to be waiting in comfort within the covers,
unaware. Upon deeper observation, the figures seem to sit in shame or guilt as they peer
downward at the ground. There is an uncertainty about the cover, considering the way it
behaves in conjunction with the character underneath it. The blanket of Together in
Darkness (fig.5.1) and the shroud of Unspoken Thought (fig.4.1) establish a barrier
between the inside of the figures and the outside surroundings. The formal relationship
between the uncertain interior and the visible exterior of the figures is intended to suggest
emotional vulnerability.

\
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CHAPTER FOUR
INSIDE-OUT
Viewers approach the figures on the outside, they lend themselves to questions of
what could be on the inside. This curiosity opens the dialogue to the relationship between
the interior and exterior of each work and how the figures relate to each other. In Space
and Place: The Perspective of Experience, geographer Yi Fu Tuan discusses the
dialectics of the inside and outside, stating: “Outside and inside are both intimate-they are
always ready to be reversed … If there exists a border-line surface between such an
inside and outside, this surface is painful on both sides” (Tuan, 2002, p.217-18). I
consider the surface of the figures as a means for expressing an internal emotional state in
an external way as the surface textures are repeated inside and out. I am (fig. 1.1) and
Only time will tell… (fig. 3.1) express a processing of feelings associated with a traumatic
experience as the bodies appear to be peeling and shedding skin. The peeling and
shedding reference flesh slowly sliding off the figures, suggesting that they are being
turned inside-out. To consider how to materialize the inner condition of trauma, I looked
to journal article “Representation of Trauma in Contemporary Arts,” which explains:
“The act of turning it (the body) inside out can be read as a metaphor for trauma”
(Kulasekara, 2016, p.43). The metaphor for trauma becomes obvious because the body is
fragmented, covered, and transitions from an interior space of the hollow form to an
exterior structure.
As the viewer walks pass Together in Darkness (fig. 3.1), there is a single figure
titled Guardian (fig. 6.1) hidden behind the wall. Guardian (fig. 6.1) is a small child
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figure precariously positioned with bent knees and a hunched posture to suggest
crouching. Guardian (fig. 6.1) seems to be finding its way through the compressed space
overwhelming it. The crouched gesture alludes to an alertness as this figure seemingly
navigates the space. The precarious nature of the right foot bent on its toe alludes to an
injured ankle but may also be read as a fleeing position. Damage of this figure is
understood by the upper torso which is headless and armless, containing cracks and
fractures on its surface and a hole at the top. The damage and scale of the figure reflects
vulnerability. While the title “Guardian” speaks to ideas of protection, it also speaks to
the care of others or being watchful over itself. The clearly-defined legs express hues of
brown that transitions to various hues of blues, whites, pinks, and browns on the torso,
implying the figure is undergoing change. There is enough room for the viewer to pass by
this figure, which creates tension between the figure and the viewer due to the
precariousness of Guardian’s (fig. 6.1) gesture. I see Guardian (fig. 6.1) as part of the
development of the visual language that describes the effect of trauma on the body.
Returning to Only time will tell… (fig. 3.1), Release (fig. 2.1), and I am (fig. 1.1), I
reflect on the processing of trauma as a cycle. For those who have experience with
trauma, the work creates a path for sympathy and understanding of how the memory may
be reconciled. I implicate the viewer by creating a visceral response emphasizing
physical and emotional vulnerability to ultimately evoke empathy. The exposed interior's
surface of the works I am (fig. 1.1) and Only time will tell… (fig. 3.1) is the same in
texture and color as the exterior surface. The continuity in texture and color establishes
contact between the insides and the outsides, creating an interface. To define interface, art
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theorist Jillian Bennett writes in her book Empathic Vision: Affect, Trauma, and
Contemporary Art that memory is the membrane which makes sheets of past and layers
of reality correspond (Bennett 44). In my work, the interface suggests a connection
between the interior and exterior, presenting a simultaneous absence and presence of a
body memory. I consider artist Berlinde De Bruyckere's sculptures Liggende I and
Liggende II (2012), which draws attention to the unstable and frail relationship between
the interior and exterior boundaries of the body by breaking through the skin with antlers
and branches, suggesting the body as in a state of transition (Granziol-fornera, 2017,
p.161-2).
Similar to the way De Bruyckere uses antlers and branches to break through the skin,
I activate the inner space of the figures by opening the surface and pulling the flesh
outwards. Figures I am (fig. 1.1) and Only time will tell… (fig. 3.1) allude to an internal
sensation transitioning away from the trauma that caused it. While De Bruyckere's work
references the transformation of the physical body, my work references the
transformation of both the physical and emotional body as a means for adapting to
traumatic experiences. “The fluid boundary between the ‘insides’ and the ‘outsides’ does
not consider trauma to be an interior condition but instead a transformative process that
impacts on the world as much as the body” (Bennett, 2005, p.12). By reinforcing ideas of
the interior-exterior relationship, the figures provide a visual representation of the
transformative process so viewers may consider the potential for healing.
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CONCLUSION
I began this research to better understand the effects of trauma on the body. I learned
that it is not the actual traumatic event that affects people in the present; it’s the memory
of that event. The material surface captures a certain traumatic moment, while the
layering of colors on the surface documents the processing of feelings over time,
providing hints of the past within the present. I considered the surface as a place for
exchange between the insides and the outsides. The interior-exterior interface alludes to
transformative processes that the emotional site of trauma in the body undergoes when
coping and adapting. By visualizing memory, I navigate the complicated nature of
experience and how this has potential for impacting others. The ceramic figures visually
describe the body as sustaining sensations of the memory of traumatic experiences
through form, material, and surface. Fragmentation and surface textures evoke a lived
experience and a visceral response. Visceral responses are unpredictable prompting
viewers’ awareness of their own bodies. By initiating a visceral response, the work
begins a dialogue about physical and emotional vulnerability and how that relates us to
each other. Vulnerability is imperative for human connection and understanding the
human condition. Being vulnerable is not something that necessarily makes one fragile
but has the possibility of rendering us strong and resilient. The material and process
utilized for creation of the figures lends itself to the duality of fragility and strength. My
research into body memory and vulnerability suggests the potential for healing. While the
catalyst for this exhibition is personal, the function of each figure opens dialogue
surrounding traumatic memory in regard to the vulnerability of all human beings.
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FIGURES

fig. 1.1: I am
Stoneware, acrylic paint dirt, sand, red earth, 29”x9”x9”, 2018
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fig. 2.1: Release
Stoneware, slips, washes, underglazes, 46”x22”x19”, 2019
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fig. 3.1: Only time will tell…
Stoneware, slips, washes, underglazes, 28”x23”x16”, 2019
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fig. 4.1: Unspoken Thought
Stoneware, slips, washes, underglazes, painted boxes, 25”x73”x14”, 2019

fig. 5.1: Together in Darkness
White Stoneware, slips, washes, underglazes, blanket, 30”x73”17”, 2019
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fig. 6.1: Guardian
Stoneware, slips, washes, 27”x17”x10”, 2019
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fig. 7.1: Becoming
Stoneware, slips, washes, underglazes, 33”x36”x14”, 2019
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fig. 8.1: Gallery Overview
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APPENDICES
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Appendix A
Clay Recipes
Volkous Stoneware
Tennessee Ball Clay

22.5%

Hawthorne Bond Fire Clay (40 mesh)

22.5%

Gold Art

22.5%

Custer Feldspar

10%

Bentonite

1%

Fine Grog

13%

Medium/Coarse Grog

9%

Angel White Stoneware
Bentonite

1%

Flint (Silica)

25%

Feldspar G200 EU

25%

Tennessee Ball Clay #10

33%

EPK Kaolin

12%

Grolleg

24%

Sand (Fine)

10%

Molachite (fine 120/125 mesh)

10-15% (to taste)
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Appendix B
Clay Slip Recipes
White Slip Recipe (base)
Tennessee Ball Clay # 10

25%

China Grolleg

30%

Feldspar G200

35%

Borax_______________

10%

Colorant

2-3%

Colorants include: (Each colorant is an individual colored slip)
Gold Ambrosia

2%

Saturn Orange

3%

Yellow Ochre

3%

Yellow Iron Oxide

3%

Iron Chromate

3%

Nickel Oxide

3%

Umber

3%
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Appendix C
Wash Recipes

Washes (base)
Water
Colorant

Begin with 100%
3-5%

Colorants include: (Each colorant is an individual wash)
Gold Ambrosia

3%

CYSR Blend

4% Canary Yellow: 2% Strawberry Red

Camel Brown

5%

Dark Teal Blue

3%

Yellow Ochre

3%

Yellow Iron Oxide

3%

Iron Chromate

3%

Nickel Oxide

3%

Umber

3%
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